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PREFACE 
The Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute 
(CMFRI), Cochin is conducting quinquennial census 
on marine fishermen population and infrastructure 
facilities since 1948 as part of the Fishery Resources 
Assessment Division programme. This census serves 
the purpose of periodical updating of the frame on 
marine fish landing centres which is required for the 
estimation of marine fish catch in India. The infor-
mation on infrastructure facilities available in the 
marine fishing villages forms a good base for planning 
and development of this economically backward sector. 
The National Commission on Agriculture has also 
recommended that such census should be undertaken 
by CMFRI, with the help of State Fisheries Depart-
ments periodically, preferably once in five years. 
During 1980 CMFRI has undertaken this census, 
covering 7 maritime States viz. West Bengal, Orissa, 
Andhra Pradesh^ Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Karnataka and 
Gujarat and two Union Territories namely Pondicherry, 
Karaikkal, Mahe and Yanam and Goa, Daman and 
Diu. This is the first time that the Institute has carried 
out the census op3rations on an intensive and massive 
scale within a short period of less than a month availing 
the services of about 1500 persons engaged locally 
besides 165 of this Institute staff. The task involved 
strenuous field work covering difficult terrain and visits 
to almost inaccessible marine fishing villages. Altogether 
2,132 marine fishing villages with 1,442 landing centres 
have been visited covering a total of 3,33,038 house-
holds. 
The Fishery Resources and Assessment Division of 
the Institute organised and carried out this c i^isus "with 
the active co-operation of large number of scientists 
and technical personnel of all the Divisions of this 
Institute. The help rendered by the respective State 
Governments went a long way in the successful conduct 
of this census. 
Based on the analysis of census data, the Institute 
proposes to bring out a few publications. In the present 
publication, district-wise details on the distribution of 
marine fishermen population, their educational status, 
number of fishermen engaged in actual fishing and 
number of crafts and gears owned by fishermen are 
given. It is hoped that the information furnished in 
this report would be useful to the State Governments, 
Central and other agencies involved in the development 
of marine fisheries sector. The list of scientific and 
technical personnel of the Institute who actively parti-
cipated in the census programme is appended. 
I wish to place on record my sincere appreciation to 
the hard work put in by my colleagues of this Institute 
who were associated in this venture and of the whole 
hearted co-operation extended by the officials of the 
State Fisheries Departments. S/Shri T. Jacob, 
G. Venkataraman, K. Alagaraja and S. K. Dharmaraja 
had also seen to the efiiective co-ordination of the pro-
gramme, 
E. Q. SILAS 
Director 
ALL INDIA CENSUS OF MARINE FISHERMEN, CRAFT AND GEAR: 1980* 
Introduction 
For planning developmental programmes in marine 
fisheries sector, the information such as the number of 
fishing villages, landing centres, fishermen population, 
active fishermen, fishing crafts and gears in the maritime 
states of India is a prerequisite. Such information 
also provides the frame needed for conducting sample 
survey for estimation of marine fish production and 
fishing eflfort in India. Further, periodic frame surveys 
are necessary to understand the status of the traditional 
small scale fisheries sector in the changing pattern of 
fishing industry. Keeping these in view, the Central 
Marine Fisheries Research Institute has been conducting 
frame surveys at periodic intervals ever since 1948-49. 
The National Commission on Agriculture has emphasised 
in its recommendation that CMFRI should conduct 
quinquennial census in order to update the inventory 
of fishing resources available in the coastal villages with 
the help of Stale Governments. This gave a fillip to 
the Institute to organise the census on a massive and 
intensive scale. The field work was carried out during 
May-July 1980 in all the maritime states in the mainland 
except in Maharashtra. The census work in Maha-
rashtra was not taken up as the same was carried out 
by the Maharashtra Government in the previous year. 
The planning for the conduct of the census at all 
India level was done much in advance. A team of 
scientists of the Fishery Resources Assessment Division 
visited various states and sought the co-operation of 
the state officials. The different schedules to be used 
for the collection of census data were prepared and 
finalised in consultation with State Governments. The 
major items on which information was collected in the 
house-hold schedule were family size, educational status, 
number of active fishermen, number of mechanised 
and non-mechanised fishing crafts and number of 
fishing gears. Since the schedules were to be filled in 
with the help of local persons, they were printed bilingual 
—English and the regional language. Suitable publicity 
materials in the form of attractive folders and wall 
posters in respective local languages were also prepared. 
The programme of work was executed by the Fishery 
Resources Assessment Division with the participation 
of a large number of scientific and technical personnel 
of the various divisions of the Institute in the field opera-
tions. All the State Departments extended their full 
co-operation in the conduct of the census and parti-
cularly the Fisheries Departments of Orissa, Pondi-
cherry and Gujarat lent the services of some of their 
staff" for the field work. Orientation training for the 
staff" was conducted at Contai, Cuttack, Waltair, 
Madras, Mandapam Camp, Cochin, Karwar, Veraval 
and Bhuj. Wide publicity was given through the 
press, Akhasvani and Doordarshan sufficiently in 
advance highlighting the census work. 
The enumeration work was conducted during May-
July 1980 in the maritime states of West Bengal, Orissa, 
Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Karnataka, 
Gujarat and the two Union Territories of Pondicherry 
and Goa. Over 2,000 marine fishing villages were 
visited and census data collected as per the village and 
household schedules through house-to-house canvassing. 
In the collection of census data the terms used are 
defined as follows: 
1. Marine fisherman is one who is engaged in marine 
fishing/associated activities. 
2. Marine fishing village is an assemblage of houses 
where marine fishermen live. 
3. Fish landing centre is a place where fishermen 
land their catch. 
4. Fishermen family is one in which atleast one 
member is engaged in marine fishing/related 
activities. 
5. Fishermen engaged in actual fishing: 
i) Full time category includes those fishermen 
who spend atleast 90 % of their time in fishing. 
ii) Part time includes those who spend at least 
30 % but less than 90 % of their time in fishing. 
iii) Occasional includes those who spend less 
than 30 % of their time in fishing. 
•Prepared by the Fishery Resources Assessment Division. 
Excludes Maharashtra State for which figures will be published shortly. 
6. Educational status: 
i) Primary standard refers to those who have 
completed V std. 
ii) Secondary standard reters to those who have 
completed X std. 
iii) Above secondary refers to those who con-
tinued their studies after X standard. 
7. Children are those who have not completed their 
12th year of age irrespective of their sex. All 
others come under adult. 
Census figures for the whole country, states and 
districts excluding Maharashtra, Andaman and Laksha-
deep are discussed in the ensuing account. 
Summary cen^ ius details of ail maritime states of India 
(Figs. 1—8) 
The statewise details of census figures in India are 
given in Tables 1 & 2. The number of marine fishing 
villages in India (excluding Maharashtra, Andamans 
and Lakshadweep) is 2,132, the number of landing 
centres being 1,438. There are 3.33 lakh fishermen 
households with the total marine fishermen population 
of 18.93 lakhs. Adult males and females comprise 
about 31% each and children 38%. The average 
family size works out to 5.7. Of the total population, 
15% are educated upto primary standard, 3 % secondary 
and 1 % continued studies above secondary standard. 
The fishermen engaged in actual fishing form 23% of 
the total fishermen population. Among these engaged 
in actual fishing 82% come under full time, 11% part 
time and 7% occasional categories. 
The number of mechanised boats in the country 
excluding Maharashtra, Andamans and Lakshadweep 
is observed to be about 14,000 (Table 21). About 
9,300 mechanised boats are owned by the fishermen 
families, majority of them on a share basis. Of these 
about 6,300 are engaged in trawling (trawlers), 2,400 
gillnetting (gill netters), 240 dol net fishing (dol netters) 
and 220 purse seining (Purse-seiners). 
The ownership of mechanised boats is not confined 
to fishermen alone. There are mechanised boats 
owned by industrialists who do not reside in the marine 
fishing villages. Since this census covers only marine 
fishing villages, it was not possible to collect details 
of number of mechanised boats owned by this sector 
in each state during the limited time of the census. 
The frequent interstate movement of these boats in the 
waters of the different states also rendered it more 
difficult to collect this data. Hence in the sections 
dealing with the statewise analysis, mechanised boats 
owned by fishermen alone are considered. However, 
the details of the total number are given in table 21. 
As regards non-mechanised fishing crafts, there are 
1.35 lakh units of which about 73,400 are catamarans, 
37,900 plank-built boats and 21,700 dug-out canoes. 
There are about 14,000 trawlnets and 240 purse-
seines. Among other gears, drift/gill nets are of the 
order of about 2.16 lakhs, hooks & lines being the 
next major gear with 57,000 numbers. The other gears 
are fixed bag nets (49,000), boat seines (30,000), shore 
seines (19,000), scoop nets (6,000) and Rampans (190). 
District-wise details of different states 
West Bengal 
Census of marine fishermen population was con-
ducted in the six districts of West Bengal viz. Murshi-
dabad, Nadia, Hooghly, Howrah, 24 Parganas and 
Midnapore (Table 3 & 4). Though the former four 
districts are situated in the interior, there are some 
fishermen settled in these districts engaged in seasonal 
marine fishing. 
Fishing Villages and landing centres 
There are 303 fishing villages wherein marine fishermen 
reside. The maximum number is in Midnapore dis-
trict (148) followed by Howrah (79) and 24 Parganas 
(58). The number of fishing villages in the remaining 
districts is very low ranging from 2 to 9. The total 
number of landing centres is 47, all the landing centres 
being situated in the districts of 24 Parganas and 
Midnapore. 
Population 
There are about 14,000 fishermen households in the 
state, the maximum number being in Midnapore 
district (35%), the next highest in 24 Parganas (31%) 
followed by Howrah (28%). Four per cent of the 
fishermen families are found in Murshidabad and one 
per cent each in Hooghly and Nadia districts. On an 
average the number of families per village is 47, the 
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Table 2. Statewise figures of marine fishing crafts and gears in India—1980 
SI. No. Items 
S T A T E S 
West Orissa Andhra Tamil Pondicheny 
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Table 4. Districtwise figures of marine fishing crafts and gears—West Bengal 1980 
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number of persons being 276 per village. The average 
family size in this state works out to 5.9. 
The total fishermen population in West Bengal is 
about 84,000 of which adult males constitute 33%, 
adult females 28% and children 39%. Break-up 
figures for different districts show that Midnapore 
district alone accounts for 41 % of the total marine 
fishermen population while 24 Parganas and Howrah 
districts account for 30% and 24% respectively. The 
rest of the population (5 %) is distributed in the remain-
ing three districts. 
Education 
Nineteen per cent of the fishermen population have 
completed primary standard, 3% secondary standard 
and 1 % continued studies above secondary standard. 
Fishermen engaged in actual fishing 
The number of fishermen engaged in actual fishing 
forms 24% of the total fishermen population. Among 
these the number or fishermen engaged in full time and 
part time fishing constitutes about 47% each and those 
engaged in occasional fishing 6%. In Midnapore 
district as much as 72% of the fishermen engaged in 
actual fishing belong to the full time category and only 
25% come under the part time category. In the dis-
tricts of 24 Parganas & Howrah the reverse is the case 
i.e., fishermen engaged in part time fishing are more in 
number than these engaged in full time fishing (60% 
and 64% respectively). Almost all the fishermen of 
Hooghly, Murshidabad and Nadia districts belong to 
part time category. The higher percentage of fishermen 
engaged in full time fishing in Midnapore district can be 
attributed to the greater opportunities for fishing in the 
district which has got a long coast line. 
Fishing crafts 
The total number of mechanised crafts owned by 
fishermen is 310. Out of this, gillnetters constitute 
80%. The maximum number of mechanised boats is 
in the district of 24 Parganas (231), the next highest 
being in Midnapore district (72). Out of the 231 
mechanised boats in 24 Parganas as many as 184 are 
gillnetters and the rest carrier boats. In Midnapore 
district also gillnetters form the maximum number 
(57), there being only 15 carrier boats. The number of 
mechanised boats in the possession of fishermen in the 
other districts is negUgible. The reason for the large 
number of mechanised boats observed in 24 Parganas 
may be due to the availability of better infrastructure 
faciHties at places like Diamond Harbour, Namkhana 
and Kakdwip. 
Altogether about 4,100 non-mechanised boats are 
recorded in this state. 24 Parganas leads all other 
districts in the number of non-mechanised boats (43 %) 
followed by Howrah district (29%). Midnapore 
district occupies the third place (28%). The number 
of boats possessed by the fishermen of Murshidabad, 
Hooghly and Nadia districts is very low. Among the 
two categories of non-mechanised boats viz. plank-
built boat and dug out canoe the former dominates, 
constituting about 98%. However, relatively higher 
numbers of dug out canoes are noticed in the district 
of 24 Parganas as compared to other districts. 
Fishing gears 
Out of the gears observed, fixed bag net constitutes 
the maximum (6,200), the next highest being drift/gill 
net (2,500). The largest number of fixed bag nets is 
found in Midnapore (44%) followed by 24 Parganas 
(37%) and Howrah (18%). Maximum number of 
drift/gill net is observed in Howrah district (44%), the 
next highest being in 24 Parganas (37%) followed by 
Midnapore (18%) 
Orlssa 
In Orissa, the census was carried out in the maritime 
districts of Balasore, Cuttack, Puri and Ganjam 
(Tables 5 & 6). 
Fishing villages and landing centres 
The number of marine fishing villages in Orissa State 
is 236, the maximum being in Balasore district (169), 
the next highest being in Ganjam and Puri (28 and 27 
respectively). The lowest is in Cuttack (12). The 
number of landing centres in the state is 56, the largest 
number being in Balasore and Ganjam districts (20 
each) followed by Puri and Cuttack. 
Population 
The total number of marine fishermen households 
in Orissa state is 20,300. Districtwise analysis of the 
fishermen famiUes shows that the maximum is in Bala-
sore district (61 %), the next highest being in Ganjam 
(20%) followed by Puri (17%). Minimum number of 
fishermen families is observed in Cuttack district (2 %). 
The average family size in the state works out 
to 5.8. 
The total fishermen population in the state is 1.17 
lakhs. Out of this, adult males constitute 32%, adult 
females 29% and children 39%. On an average, the 
number of persons per village comes to 496. 
Districtwise analysis of the fishermen population 
shows that the maximum number is in Balasore district 
(64%), followed by Puri (18%), Ganjam (16%) and 
Cuttack (2%). 
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Among the fishermen population, those who have 
completed primary standard forms 7%, secondary 2% 
and beyond secondary standard less than 1 %. 
Fi&hermen engaged in actual fishing 
The number of fishermen engaged in actual fishing in 
8 
this state is found to be about 30,700 forming 26% of 
the total fishermen population. Of this, the number 
of fishermen who are engaged in full time fishing cons-
titutes 67%, part time 20% and occasional 13%. 
Among actual fishermen in Puri district as much as 
82 % belong to full time category, 11 % to part time and 
7% to the occasional. In Ganjam district 68% belong 
to the full time category and 20% and 12% to the 
remaining two categories respectively. In Balasore 
district, the percentage of. fishermen engaged in full 
time fishing is 62, the part time and occasional being 
23 and 15 respectively. The percentage of fishermen 
belonging to full time category in Cuttack district is 55, 
part time being 44 and occasional 1. 
Fishins crafts 
The total number of mechanised boats owned by 
fishermen is 106, all these being gill netters from Balasore 
district. The total number of non-mechanised crafts 
is about 10,000. Ganjam and Puri districts lead the 
other districts with 36% and 35% respectively. In 
Balasore district, the number of non-mechanised crafts 
is less (25 %), the lowest being in Cuttack district (4 %). 
Among the different types of non-mechanised crafts 
in the state, catamarans constitute the largest number 
(64%) followed by plank-built boats (34%) and dug-out 
canoes only 2%. In Balasore district, plank-built 
boats constitute as much as 96%, whereas in Ganjam 
and Puri districts catamarans constitute the largest 
components of non-mechanised crafts viz. 93% and 
84% respectively. 
Fisiiing gears 
Altogether seven types of gears are found in this state. 
Of these, hooks and fines constitute the maximum 
number (15,300) followed by drift/gill nets (10,400), 
shore seines (2,900), fixed bag nets (2,800) and boat 
seines (2,700). In Balasore district Junjal, a small 
purse seine constitutes the largest number in the cate-
gory "others." Among the different types of gears, 
maximum number of drift/gill nets is observed in 
Ganjam district whereas maximum numbers of hooks 
and lines and boat seines are observed in Puri district. 
Fixed bag nets and shore seines form the largest number 
in Balasore district. 
Andhra Pradesh 
The Census on marine fishermen, population was 
conducted in Andhra Pradesh in the nine coastal 
districts, namely, Srikakulam, Vijayanagaram, Visha-
kapatnam, East Godavari, West Godavari, Krishna, 
Guntur, Prakasam and Nellore (Tables 7 & 8). 
Fishing villages and landiog centres 
There are 453 marine fishing villages in the entire 
coast of Andhra Pradesh with 379 fish landing centres. 
Regarding the number of marine fishing villages, Srika-
kulam leads having 24% followed by East Godavari 
(19%), Vishakapatnam (14%), Nellore (14%), Prakasam 
(13%), Krishna (6%), Guntur 5%, Vijayanagaram and 
West Godavari (3% each). The maximum number 
of landing centres is noticed in Srikakulam (86), followed 
by East Godavari (75), Nellore (56), Prakasam (52) and 
Vishakapatnam (50). The rest of the districts have only 
less than 30 landing centres each. 
Population 
There are about 73,000 fishermen families in this 
state. East Godavari district has the maximum 
(28%) followed by Srikakulam (22%), Vishkapatnam 
(16%), Prakasam (10%), Nellore (7%), Krishna (6%), 
Guntur (5 %), West Godavari and Vijayanagaram (3 % 
each). On an average, there are about 160 families 
per village. However, in East Godavari and Guntur 
average number of fishermen families per village 
exceeds 200, each having about 238 and 233 families 
respectively, lowest (83) being in Nellore district. The 
average family size is 4.5. 
The total fishermen population is 3.26 lakhs. Among 
them, adult males and females form 30% each and 
children 40%. In the total population. East Godavari 
accounts for 26% followed by Srikakulam (23%), 
Vishakapatnam (18%), Prakasam (9%), Nellore (7%), 
Krishna (6%), Guntur (5%), Vijayanagaram and West 
Godavari (3 % each). The average number of persons 
per village is 720. 
Education 
In the state, 6% of the fishermen population have 
completed primary standard, 1% secondary and less 
than 1 % beyond secondary standard. 
Fishermen engaged in actual fishing 
There are about 84,000 fishermen engaged in actual 
fishing in all the nine coastal districts of Andhra Pradesh 
forming 25% of the total marine fishermen popula-
tion. Of these, 88% fall under full time category 
followed by part time and occasional, 6% each. The 
percentage of fishermen engaged in full time fishing 
varies from 71 to 99 in the various districts of the State. 
Fishing crafts 
There are 447 trawlers and 9 gill netters owned by 
the fishermen of the state. The maximum number of 
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Enumeration work in progress 
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Discussion with village leaders 
mechanised crafts is observed in Guntur, (62%), the 
next highest being in East Godavari (25 %) followed by 
Krishna (13%), trawlers constituting the major fishing 
craft. 
There are about 36,000 non-mechanised boats in the 
different districts of the State. Catamarans (62%) 
dominated the crafts followed by plank-built boats 
(32%) and dug-out canoes (5%). Among the districts, 
Srikakulam and East Godavari have the largest number 
of non-mechanised crafts (24% each) followed by 
Vishakapatnam (21%), Prakasam (12%), Nellore (9%), 
Guntur (4%), Krishna (3%), Vijayanagaram (3%) and 
West Godavari I %. 
In the districts of Srikakulam and Vishakapatnam, 
catamarans form the major craft (86% and 68% res-
pectively) followed by plank-built boats (10% and 29% 
respectively). In the districts of Vijayanagaram, 
East Godavari, West Godavari, Krishna and Guntur, 
plank built boats form the dominant craft. Dug-out 
canoe is found to be the major craft in the districts of 
Prakasam and Nellore. 
Fishing gears 
There are about 800 trawl nets in the state, the maxi-
mum number being in East Godavari district (45%) 
followed by Guntur (24%), Krishna and Vijayanagaram 
(16% each). Of the remaining gears, drift/gill nets are 
maximum followed by fixed bag nets, hooks & lines, 
boat seines, shore seines and scoop nets. 
Drift/gill nets form the major gear in all the districts 
of Andhra Pradesh except in Krishna and Guntur 
where the major gear is fixed bag net. Hooks & lines 
form the second major gear in the districts of Srikakulam, 
Vijayanagaram and Vishakapatnam. Boat seines 
form the third important gear in the districts of Srika-
kulam, Vijayanagaram, Vishakapatnam, East Godavari, 
West Godavari and Nellore. 
Compared to the previous census conducted in the 
state during 1975-76, the fishermen population has 
increased by 37%. Similarly number of fishermen 
engaged in actual fishing also increased by 30%. There 
is an overall increase of 40 % in the number of fishing 
crafts. 
Tamil Nadu 
The census was conducted in the 8 maritime districts 
of Chengalpattu, Madras, South Arcot, Thanjavoor 
Pudukottai, Ramanathapuram, Thirunelveli and 
Kanyakumari (Tables 9 and 10). 
Fishing villages and landing centres 
The total number of marine fishing villages in Tamil 
Nadu is 422 and landing centres 375. The maximum 
number of fishing villages and landing centres are seen 
in Thanjavoor district, being 87 and 84 respectively. 
Ramanathapuram district comes next in the order with 
80 fishing villages and 64 landing centres followed by 
Chengalpattu with 65 each. In all other districts, the 
number of villages and landing centres are less than 
60 each. 
Fopnlation 
There are about 76,000 fishermen families in Tamil 
Nadu, the maximum number being in Kanyakumari 
district (25%) followed by Thanjavoor (20%), 
Ramanathapuram (17%) and Thirunelveli (10%). 
In the remaining four districts the percentage was less 
than 10 in each. The average number of fishermen 
families in a village in this state works out to 179, varying 
from 77 in Pudukottai to 387 in Kanyakumari. The 
average family size is 5.2 in the state. Adult males 
and females form 32% each, the rest being children. 
The total fishermen population in Tamil Nadu is 
about 3.96 lakhs, Kanyakumari recording the maxi-
mum number of fishermen forming 25% of the state 
total. The next highest percentage was seen in Rama-
nathapuram and Thanjavoor (18 each) followed by 
ThirunelveH district (11). In the remaining districts 
the percentages are less than 10 each. 
Education 
Out of the total fishermen population, 15% have 
completed primary standard, 3% secondary standard 
and 1 % beyond secondary standard. 
Fishermen engaged in actual fishing 
The total number of fishermen who are engaged in 
actual fishing in the state is 96,500 forming about 24% 
of the total fishermen population. Of these, the number 
of fishermen who are engaged in full time fishing forms 
91%, part time and occasional being 4% and 5% res-
pectively. The districtwise analysis shows that the 
percentages of fishermen engaged in full time fishing 
range from 84 to 95, the maximum and minimum being 
12 
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Fig. 2. Statewise average family size of fishermen. 
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in the districts of Ramanathapuram and Kanya-
kumari respectively. The percentage of fishermen 
engaged in part time fishing range from 1 % to 8 %, the 
highest and lowest being in Kanyakumari and Madras 
districts respectively. As regards fishermen engaged in 
occasional fishing, the maximum is found in Chengal-
pattu (11%) and the minimum in Ramanathapuram 
(2%). 
Fishing crafts 
The total number of mechanised boats owned by the 
fishermen of Tamil Nadu is about 2,600 consisting of 
2,300 trawlers and 300 gill netters. Ramanathapuram 
district possesses the maximum number (38 %). Than-
javoor district comes next (21%) followed by Kanya-
kumari (19 %) and South Arcot (11%). The percentage 
in other districts is less than 5 each. 
In Ramanathapuram district trawlers form 97% 
and gillnetters 3% and in Thanjavoor the trawlers 
constitute 99 % and gillnetters 1 %. However in 
Kanyakumari district trawlers and gillnetters form 
44% and 55% respectively. 
A total number of about 43,000 non-mechanised 
boats is found in Tamil Nadu. Of these, catamarans 
constitute 73%, plank-built boats and dug-outcanoes 
forming 21% and 5% respectively. Kanyakumari 
district possesses the maximum number of non-
mechanised boats (29 %), the corresponding percentages 
for the districts of Chengalpattu, Thanjavoor and 
Madras being 20, 15 and 5 respectively. In all other 
districts the percentage is less than 5 each. 
Catamaran forms the major fishing craft in all the 
districts except in Pudukottai and Ramanathapuram 
where plankbuilt boats are predominant. In the 
districts of South Arcot and Ramanathapuram rela-
tively higher proportions of dug out canoes are noticed. 
Fishing gears 
There are about 6,200 trawl nets in the state, Rama-
nathapuram accounting for the maximum (49%) 
followed by Thanjavoor (24%), South Arcot (9%) and 
Kanyakumari (8%). Ot the different types of non-
mechanised gears in the state, drift/gillnet forms the 
major gear followed by hooks & lines, traps and boat 
seines. The remaining gears are comparatively less 
in number. 
Drit/gill net forms the dominant gear in all the dis 
tricts, hooks & lines forming the next important gear 
except in Pudukottai. Relatively higher proportions 
of shore seine are seen in the districts of Thanjavoor 
and Ramanathapuram. Traps constitute an important 
gear in Pudukottai, Ramanathapuram and Kanyakumari 
districts. 
A comparison of the census data collected in 1980 
with those of 1975-76 shows that the number of fishermen 
population and those engaged in actual fishing increased 
by 27% and 11% respectively. Kanyakumari district 
continues to lead both in the total fishermen population 
and the number of fishermen engaged in actual fishing. 
The number of indigenous fishing crafts increased by 
42%. The number of catamarans increased by 30% 
and the dug out canoes 28%. 
Pondicherry, Karaikal, Mahe and Yenam 
The census figures for the Union Territory are given 
in Tables 11 & 12. 
Fishing villages and landing c^itres 
There are 27 fishing villages in the Union Territory 
the maximum number being in Pondicherry (15) followed 
by Karaikal (10). In Mahe and Yenam there is only 
one fishing village each. The number of landing centres 
is the same as the number of fishing villages. 
Population 
There are about 4,600 families, Pondicherry account-
ing for the maximum (62%) followed by Karaikal 
region (27%). Mahe and Yenam have only 8% and 
3 % respectively. 
The total fishermen population is about 25,300 
comprising 29% adult males, 30% adult females and 
41% children. Pondicherry and Karaikal regions are 
the major areas where the fishermen population forms 
58% and 27% respectively of their total in the Union 
Territory, The average family size in the territorj' 
works out to 5.5. 
Education 
Out of the total fishermen population, 19% have 
completed primary standard, 5% secondary and 1% 
above secondary standard. 
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1. Regionwise figures of marine 
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Fishermen engaged in actual fishing 
The number of fishermen engaged in actual fishing 
forms 22%. Among them, those engaged in full time 
fishing, part time and occasional form 91%, 3% and 
6% respectively. Pondicherry and Karaikal rank 
first and second in the total number of fishermen who 
are actually engaged in fishing. 
Fisliing crafts 
In the Union Territory there are 176 trawlers owned 
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Fig. 3. Distribution of plank-built boats in maritime states 
Fig. 4. Statewise distribution of dug out canoes 
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Fig. 5. Distribution of fixed bag nets in maritime states. Fig. 7. Distribution of boat seines in maritime states. 
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Fig. 6. Statewise disfribution of drift/gill nets. Fig. 8. Statewise distribution of shore seines. 
by fishermen of which Pondicherry accounts for 57% 
and Karaikal 41%. Among 1,750 non-mechanised 
boats, catamarans contribute 91 %, plank-built boats 
5% and dug-out canoes 4%. 
Fishing gears 
There are about 440 trawl nets, Pondicherry and 
Karaikal having 63% and 36% respectively. Among 
the non-mechanised gears, drift/gillnet forms the major 
gear. Hooks and lines, boat seines and scoop nets 
are the other important gears. In Pondicherry and 
Karaikal region the drift/gill nets and hooks & lines 
form the important gears. While boat seine forms the 
third important gear in Pondicherry and Karaikal, it 
is the dominant gear in Mahe. In Yenam, however, 
fixed bagnets are predominant. 
Kerala 
The census was conducted in 8 coastal districts of 
Kerala viz. Trivandrum, Quilon, Alleppey, Ernakulam, 
Trichur, Malapuram, Kozhikode and Cannanore 
(Tables 13 & 14). 
Fishing villages and landing centres 
Of the 304 fishing villages in Kerala, the maximum 
number is found in Cannanore district (65) while 
Malapuram district has the lowest number (18). This 
showed an increase of 36 villages from 268 recorded in 
1975 census, mostly by increase in Kozhikode and 
Cannanore districts. There are 222 landing centres 
in the state. Trivandrum district accounts for the 
maximum number (24%) while Malappuram districr 
contributes to the minimum (5%). 
Population 
The total fishermen population in the state is about 
6.4 lakhs. This is 63% more than those recorded in 
the previous census. Adult males and females form 
33 % each of the total population, children constituting 
34%. The districtwise percentage distribution of the 
total population ranges from 8 in Ernakulam to 21 in 
Trivandrum. There are about 1 lakh fishermen families 
in the state. As in the case of population distribution, 
the number of fishermen households is highest in 
Trivandrum district (27%) and lowest in Ernakulam 
district (8 %). In the state as a whole, average size of a 
fishermen family is 6.4 ranging from 5.0 in Trivandrum 
to 8.5 in Malappuram. 
Education 
Those who are literate constitute 23 per cent of the 
total fishermen population in the state. Out of them 
81% completed primary standard, 16% secondary 
standard and 3 % beyond secondary standard. 
Fishermen engaged in actual fishing 
Twenty per cent of the total fishermen population 
are engaged in actual fishing. 85% among them are 
engaged in full time fishing, 8% part time and 7% 
occasional. 
Fishing crafts 
There are about 980 mechanised fishing crafts owned 
by the fishermen families. 76% of these crafts come 
under the category of trawlers. Gill netters which 
constitute 22% is the next major category. The 
maximum number of mechanised crafts is recorded in 
Quilon district (37%) followed by Ernakulam (16%), 
Cannanore (15%) and Kozhikode (13%). In all other 
districts it is less than 7%. 14 crafts recorded under 
'others' include liners and carrier boats. 
Of the 26,000 non-mechanised crafts, catamarans 
form 44%, dug-out canoes 40% and plank-built boats 
the rest. Catamarans are found only in Trivandrum, 
(90%) and Quilon districts (10%). Plank-built boats 
are concentrated more in southern districts of Trivan-
drum, Quilon and Alleppey whereas dug-out canoes are 
comparatively more in northern districts of Trichur, 
Malapuram, Kozhikode and Cannanore. 
Fishing gears 
There are about 1,500 trawl nets owned by fishermen 
in the state, bulk of which is found in the districts of 
Quilon (41%), Cannanore (18%), Ernakulam (16%) 
and Kozhikode (14%). The most commonly used 
gear in all the districts of Kerala State is drift/ 
gill net. Boat seine is the next important gear found 
in all the districts. Hooks & hnes, traps and scoop 
nets are mainly concentrated in Trivandrum district. 
In all the coastal districts of Kerala except in Trivan-
drum, indigenous fishing operations are mainly carried 
out either by drift/gill net or by boat seine. But in 
Trivandrum district, fishing activity is more diversified 
with the use of various types of gears such as drift/gill 
nets, shore seines, boat seines, scoop nets and traps. 
Among the gears given under 'others', cast nets 
constitute a major portion. 
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Table 14. Districtwise figures of marine fishing crafts and gears—Kerala 1980 
DISTRICTS 
SI. No. Items Trivandrum Quilon Alleppey Emakulam Trichur Malappuram Kozhikode Cannanore Total 
a) 
b) 
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The census was carried out in South Kanara and 
North Kanara, the coastal districts of Karnatka. 
Tables 15 & 16 give the districtwise distribution of 
marine fishermen population and crafts and gears. 
Fishing villages and fish landing centres 
There are 147 fishing villages spread along Karnataka 
coast, 77 villages in South Kanara and 70 in North 
Kanara. Fish landings take place in 55 landing centres 
in South Kanara while there are 50 centres in North 
Kanara district. 
Table 15. Districtwise figures of marine fishing villages and fishermen population—Karnataka 1980 
DISTRICTS 
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Population Fishing crafts 
There are about 15,600 fishermen households in the 
state, 58% of them being in South Kanara district. 
There are 1.13 lakh marine fishermen population in 
the state, of which 63 % are in South Kanara district. 
In the state, 60% of the population are adults, 29% 
males, and 31% females. In South Kanara district 
29% are adult males, 33% adult females and 38% 
children and in North Kanara district males form 29%, 
females 28 % and children 43 %. Average size of the 
family in the state is 7.2. 
Education 
Nineteen per cent of the marine fishermen population 
have received education at primary level, 5% at secon-
dary level and only 1 % above secondary level. 
Fishermen engaged in actual fishing 
Twenty two per cent of the fishermen in the state are 
engaged in actual fishing activities, 16% full time, 5% 
pari time and 1 % occasional. In South Kanara district 
20% are engaged in actual fishing; 13% full time, 
6% part time and 1% occasional. In North Kanara 
19% are engaged in full time fishing, 4% part time and 
2 % occasional. 
There are about 800 trawlers owned by the fishermen 
of the State of which 56% are in South Kanara district. 
In South Kanara there are 110 purse-seiners owned by 
fishermen while in North Kanara there are 63. Apart 
from these, there are 67 carrier boats and 23 gill 
netters. 
There are about 4,500 dug-out canoes in the state 
evenly distributed in the two districts. Out of about 
1,750 plank-built boats the majority are in North Kanara 
district. 
Fishing gears 
Out of about 1,800 trawlnetsin the state owned by the 
fishermen, 53% are possessed by fishermen of South 
Kanara. There are about 6,600 drift/gill nets in the 
state, 83% of them being in North Kanara district. 
Out of 86 Rampans recorded, 62 are in North Kanara 
and 24 in South Kanara. Among 4,000 shore seines 
other than Rampans, 76 % are in South Kanara district. 
Goa, Daman and Diu 
Census was carried out in the Union Territory of 
Goa, Daman and Diu (Tables 17 & 18). 
Table 17. Districtwise figures of marine fishing villages and fishermen population—Goa—1980 
SI. No. Item Goa 
DISTRICT 
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Table 18. Districtwise figures of marine fishing crafts and gears—Goa 1980 
DISTRICT 
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Fishing villages and landing centres 
There are 61 fishing villages in the territory, 47 in 
Goa, 5 in Daman and 9 in Diu. Out of 54 landing 
centres in the territory, 46 are in Goa, 5 in Daman and 
3 in Diu. 
Population 
Out of 6,700 fishermen households in the territory, 
50% are in Goa, 16 % in Daman and 34 % in Diu. The 
marine fishermen population in the Territory is about 
40,000, 48% in Goa, 16% in Daman and 36% in Diu. 
Average size of the family in the territory is 5.9. Among 
the fishermen population in the territory 31% each 
are adult males and females and 38% children. The 
same pattern is observed in the districts also. 
Education 
In the territory 18% of the population have received 
education at primary level, 7% at secondary level and 
1 % above secondary level. 
Fisliermen engaged in actual fishing 
Twentytwo percent of the population are engaged in 
actual fishing; 17% full time, 3% part time and 2% 
occasional. In Goa district, 24% are engaged in actual 
fishing; 19% full time,3% part time and 2% occasional. 
19% of the population in Daman are engaged in actual 
fishing; 16% full time, 2% part time and 1 % occasional. 
In Diu district, 21% are engaged in actual fishing; 
15% full time, 4% part time and 2% occasional. 
Fishing crafts 
Fishermen of the territory possess 407 trawlers 
of which 57% are in Goa district, 7% in Daman and 
36% in Due. 39 purse-seiners recorded in the territory 
belong to fishermen of Goa district. Out of 213 gill 
netters owned by the fishermen in the territory, 22% 
are in Goa district, 58% in Daman and 20% in Diu. 
There are 2,500 non-mechanised crafts in the territory 
of which 55% are dug-out canoes and 44% plank built 
boats. 75 % of the dug out canoes and 91 % of the 
plank-built boats are in Goa district. 20% of the dug 
out canoes are in Diu and only 4% in Daman. 6% 
of the plank-built boats are in Daman and only 3% in 
Diu district. 
Fishing gears 
There are 772 trawl nets and 41 purse seines owned 
by the fishermen. 55% of the trawlnets are in Diu 
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district, 40% in Goa and 5% in Daman. All the 101 
Rampans are confined to Goa. Out of 3,350 drift/ 
gill nets, 69% are in Goa district, 19% in Daman and 
12% in Diu. Shore seines other than Rampans are 
mostly found in Diu (74%). 
Gujarat 
The enumeration work in this state was carried out 
in two stages. In the districts except Kutch area it was 
conducted in June-July 1980. Since the Kutch-Bhuj 
district remained cut off for a long period due to heavy 
rains and floods, the census work in this area was put 
off and was taken up only in May-June 1981. The 
census was carried out in the districts of Valsad, Surat, 
Baruch, Kheda, Bhavanagar, Amreli, Junagadh, 
Jamnagar, Rajkot and Kutch. The details of census 
figures are shown in Tables 19 and 20. 
Fishing villages and landing centres 
There are 179 fishing villages with almost same number 
of landing centres. Out of the fishing villages, 29% 
are in Kutch, 23% in Valsad, 12% in Junagadh, 11% 
in Jamnagar and 8 % in Surat. The rest of the districts 
accounts for less than 7% each. The number of land-
ing centres also followed more or less the same pattern. 
Population 
The total fishermen population is about 1.5 lakh, 
Valsad accounting for 39%, Junagadh 28% and the 
remaining 8 districts less than 10% each. Of the total 
population, adult males and females constitute 28% 
each and the rest are children. There are about 23,000 
fishermen households in the state. Valsad district is 
having the maximum number of families (39 %) followed 
by Junagadh (26%) and Amreh (10%). Average size 
of a fishermen family is 6.6. 
Education 
Sixteen per cent of the population completed primary 
standard, 3% secondary standard and less than 1% 
continued above secondary. 
Fishermen engaged in actual fishing 
About 24 % of the fishermen population are engaged 
in actual fishing. Out of these, 70% belong to full 
time category, 19% part time and the remaining 11% 
do fishing only occasionally. 
Fishing crafts 
There are about 2,900 mechanised boats owned by 
the fishermen families, nearly half of them trawlers. 
Gill netters constitute 42%. Mechanised boats are 
concentrated more in Junagadh, Valsad and Amreli 
coasts. These 3 districts together contribute 96% of 
the total mechanised boats. 
There are about 4,100 non-mechanised crafts of which 
74% are plank-built boats and the rest dug-out canoes. 
Plank built boats are recorded more in Kutch, Valsad, 
Jamnagar, Rajkot and Junagadh. Comparatively 
more number of dug out canoes are seen in Valsad, 
Junagadh and Amreli districts. 
Fishing gears 
There are about 2,700 trawl nets owned by the 
fishermen. Regarding non-mechanised gears, fixed 
bag net is the most popular one which is used in all 
the districts. Dol nets form the major constituent of 
the fixed bag nets. Valsad is having the maximum 
number closely followed by Surat. Junagadh and 
Valsad districts together contribute about 63 % of the 
drift/gill nets. Hooks and hues are mostly operated 
in Surat and Valsad districts. A large number of traps 
(fanse) are found in Baruch district. These traps are 
small contraptions meant for capturing gobids found 
in the marshy exposed coast of the district. 
General remarlcs 
Among the maritime states, the maximum fishermen 
population is found in Kerala. The number of fisher-
men per km coast line is the highest in Kerala (1,143) 
followed by Karnataka (418), Tamil Nadu (396), 
Andhra Pradesh (336), Goa (261), Orissa (244), West 
Bengal (139) and Gujarat (125). In general among 
the adult population, proportion of males to females 
is found to be 1:1 in all the states except in West Bengal 
(1.2:1), Orissa (1.1:1) and Karnataka (1:1.1). The 
number ot persons per family for the whole of India 
works out to 5.7. Among the states, Karnataka 
records the maximum (7.2), other states where the 
family size exceeds the all India average being Gujarat 
(6.6), Kerala (6.4), West Bengal and Goa (5.9 each). 
However, in the states of Andhra Pradesh (4.5),Tamil 
Nadu (5.2) and Pondicherry (5.5) the family size is less 
than the all India figure. 
In educational status, the percentage of persons 
completed at least primary standard is above the all 
India level (19) in the states of Goa (26), Karnataka (25), 
Pondicherry (25), Kerala (24), West Bengal (23), 
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TOTAL 13,437 1,954 1,142 82 336 2,759 10,926 1,764 2,233 1,894 36,527 
Table 20. Districtwise figures of marine fishing craft and gears—Gujarat, 1980 
DISTRICTS 
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Hooks & lines 
Traps 
Others 
Gujarat (20) and Tamil Nadu (19). But in Orissa (10) 
and Andhra Pradesh (8) the percentage was far below 
the all India level. 
The percentage of fishermen (around 23) engaged in 
actual fishing is more or less the same in all the states. 
Among them, the percentage of fishermen engaged in 
full time fishing ranges from about 70 to 90 in all 
the states except in West Bengal (47). This can be 
attributed to a sizeable number of them having fishing 
as seasonal occupation. 
The maximum number of landing centres per 100 km 
of coast line is noticed in Kerala (40) followed by 
Karnataka (39), Andhra Pradesh (39) and Tamil Nadu 
(38). But in the states of Gujarat (14), Orissa (12) and 
West Bengal (9) the number is considerably low. 
The total number of mechanised boats in the country 
is about 19,000 (Table 21). Excluding Maharashtra, 
Andamans and Lakshadweep the total number of 
mechanised boats is about 14,000 of which 68% are 
trawlers and 23% gill netters. The maximum number 
of mechanised boats is found in Gujarat (24%) followed 
by Kerala (22%), Tamil Nadu (20%), Karnataka (14%) 
and the remaining 5 states having less than 6% each. 
The total number of trawlers in Kerala and Tamil Nadu 
accounts for 27% each followed by Karnataka (16%), 
Gujarat (13%) and the remaining 5 states having less 
than 5% each. Most of the purse-seiners are found 
in Karnataka. Of the 14,000 mechanised boats, 66 % 
are owned by the fishermen mostly on share basis. 
Out of about 38,000 plank built boats, 30 % are found 
in Andhra Pradesh, 24% in Tamil Nadu, 12% in Kerala 
and 10% in West Bengal. In the remaining five states 
they constitute less than 10% each. In the case of 
catamarans Tamil Nadu (43%) leads followed by 
Andhra Pradesh (30%) and Kerala (16%). Kerala 
ranks first with 48 % of total dug-out canoes, Karnataka 
coming second (21%) followed by Tamil Nadu (10%) 
and Andhra Pradesh (8%). 
Out of 2.16 lakh dritt/gill nets, Tamil Nadu accounts 
for 55%, Andhra Pradesh 20%, Kerala 11% and the 
other six states less than 5% each. As regards 49,000 
fixed bag nets, Gujarat has 45%, Andhra Pradesh 30% 
and West Bengal 13%. Almost 90% of total number 
of boat seines are found in the states of Kerala (33 %), 
Andhra Pradesh (33%) and Tamil Nadu (24%). 
The enormous number of fishermen engaged in 
actual fishing and the extent of crafts and gears employed 
by them as indicated by the present census would indicate 
the magnitude of the fishing activities in the marine 
sector in the country. It is hoped that this enumeration 
will be helpful in viewing the activities of this sector 
in the proper perspective for future planning and develop-
ment. 
Table 21. Statewise number of mechanised boats which are in operation in India 




















































































ALL INDIA 19,013 
* Source: Indian Fisheries—1947-77. 
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APPENDIX 
List of scientific and technical staff of C.M.R.F.I. who participated in the census programme. 
1. Fishery Resources Assessment Division 
Shri T. Jacob, Scientist S3 
„ G. Venkataraman „ 
Dr. K. Alagaraja, Scientist S.2 
Shri S. K. Dharma Raja „ 
K. Narayana Kurup, Scientist S. 1 
K. Balan „ 
K.K.P. Panikkar 
R. Sathiadas „ 
M. Srinath 
Mrs. K. Vijayalakshmi, Scientist S 
Shri C. R. Shanmughavelu, Field Officer T.7 
Syed Basheeruddin „ 
S.S.Dan, Field Officer T.6 
G. Balakrishnan „ 
U. K. Satyavan, Senior Technical Assistant T.4 
Varghese Philipose „ 
Varghese Jacob, Computor T.II.3 
G. Krishnankutty Nair „ 
P. Sivaraman „ 
V. Rajendran „ 
Smt. V. P. Annam „ 
Shri. A. Kanakkan, Computor T.I.3 
S. Haja Najumudeen, Computor T.2 
C. J. Prasad „ 
Smt. P. L. Ammini „ 
K. Santhakumari „ 
Shri C. V. Seshagiri Rao, Technical Assistant T.II.3 
K. V. S. Seshagiri Rao 
P. AnandaRao „ 
G. C. Lakshmaiah „ 
A. Hanumantha Rao „ 
M. Mohamed Sultan „ 
S. Manivasagam „ 
K. S. Kri&hnan 
R. Gurusamy „ 
N. Retnasamy „ 
I. P. Ebenezer „ 
K. Ramakrishnan Nair „ 
Jacob Jerold Joel „ 
R. Bhaskaran Achari „ 
T. G. Vijaya Warrier „ 
M. Babu Philip 
C. K. Krishnan „ 
A. A. Thankappan „ 
Shri T. Girijavallabhan, Technical Assistant T.II.3 
„ K. Soman „ 
„ S. B. Chandrangathan „ 
„ P. K. Mahadevan Pillai „ 
„ P. Karunakaran Nair „ 
„ K. C. Yohannan „ 
„ A. Ganapathy, Technical Assistant T.I.3 
„ K. Thulasidas „ 
„ Sapan Kumar Ghosh, Jr. Technical Assistant T.2 
„ K. Dhanaraju „ 
„ K. Ramasomayajulu „ 
„ T Chandrasekhara Rao ,, 
„ H. Kather Batcha „ 
i, L. Chidambaram ,, 
„ A. Srinivasan „ 
„ C. Kasinathan „ 
„ S. Russel Conrad Samuel i, 
„ Joseph Andrews ,j 
„ V. Sivaswamy „ 
,, T. S. Balasubramanian „ 
„ J. L. Oza „ 
„ Y. D. Savaria „ 
„ K. B. Wagmare „ 
„ V. Thanapathi „ 
, S. Subramani „ 
,, O. M. J. Habeeb Mohamed „ 
„ N. Palanisamy „ 
„ Hameed Batcha „ 
„ V. Achutha Rao, Field Assistant T.l 
„ M. Radhakrishnan „ 
„ S. SatyaRao j, 
„ M. Bose „ 
„ S. Sankaralingam „ 
„ P. Palani „ 
„ V. S. Gopal 
„ Ahamed Kamal Basha „ 
„ S. Mahadevasamy „ 
„ N. Chennappa Gowda „ 
„ T. Krishnan Kutty „ 
„ K. Chandran „ 
„ N. Narayana „ 
„ P. M. Dalwadi 
„ M. Chellappa „ 
„ J. Krishna Babu „ 
„ M. Chandrasekhar „ 
„ N. Varatharajan „ 
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Shri R.Somu Field Assistant T.l 
„ B. Sreedhara „ 
„ Y. V. Venkatachalamurthy „ 
„ S. S. Sugwekkar „ 
„ M. Padmasekhara „ 
2. Fishery Biology Division 
Dr. P. S. B. R. James, Joint Director 
„ B. Krishnamoorthi, Scientist S.3 
Shri M. H. Dhulkhed, Scientist S.2 
Dr. G. Luther 
„ M. VasudevPai „ 
Shri A.Noble 
„ V. N. Bande 
Dr. T.AppaRao Scientist S.l 
Shri S. Reuban „ 
Dr. E. Vivekanandan ,j 
„ H. Mohamed Kasim „ 
Shri K. M. S. Ameer Hamsa „ 
„ V. Gandhi „ 
„ A. Raju i, 
„ S. K. Chakraborty „ 
Dr. N. Gopinatha Menon „ 
Shri Mohamed Zafarkhan, Scientist S 
„ J. P. Karbhari, Field Officer T.6 
,, M.V.Somaraju, Technical Assistant T.II.3 
„ K. Nandakumaran „ 
„ P. Ramadoss „ 
„ S. G. Vincent „ 
„ P. Ramalingam ,, 
„ S.Chandrasekhar, Field Assistant T.l 
„ K. Narayana Rao „ 
„ H. K. Dhokia 
„ S. Kemparaju „ 
„ T. Mohamed Iqubal „ 
„ G. Krishnaiah „ 
3. Crustacean Fishery Division 
Dr. S. Ramamoorthy, Scientist S.3 
Shri M. Mydeen Kunju, Scientist S.2 
„ V. D. Deshmukh, Scientist S.l 
„ G. Sudhakara Rao 
Shri K. Devarajan Scientist S.l 
„ E. V. Radhakrishnan „ 
„ K. N. Rajan „ 
„ W. Venugopalam, Senior Technical Assistant T.4 
„ V.Sureah, Technical Assistant T.1I.3 
„ J. Bhuvaneswara Varma, Field Assistant T. 1 
„ Arun Jeshwant Maistry „ 
„ B. P. Thumber 
„ C. K. Dinesh „ 
4. Molluscan Fishery Division 
Shri K.NagappanNair, Scientist S.3 
„ K. A. Narasimham, Scientist S.2 
Dr. K. Satyanarayana Rao „ 
Shri P.V.Srinivasan,Scientist S.l 
Dr. N. Ramachandran „ 
Shri K. Ramadoss „ 
„ Kuber Vidyasagar „ 
„ G. Syda Rao „ 
„ G. Radhakrishnan, Scientist S 
„ B. Narayana Rao, Junior Technical Assistant T.2 
„ K. T. Thomas, Field Assistant T.l 
„ M. P. Sivadasan 
5. Fishery Environment Division 
Shri T. Tholasilingam, Scientist S.3 
„ G. Subbaraju, Scientist S.2 
Dr. K. Radhakrishna, Scientist S.2 
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BOOKS 
The Chemical biology of fishes: Volume 2. By 
R. Malcolm Love, Academic Press, London, pp 944, 
1980. 
This book is a continuation of the survey begun in 
Volume 1 on the Chemical biology of fishes published 
in 1970. Factors which influence the chemical compo-
sition of fish are reviewed and a lengthy key to the 
chemical literature is included so that papers giving the 
concentration of specific substances in different organs 
of many species of fish can be identified at a glance. 
The two volumes are designed to be used together. 
As biologists are tending to use a more biochemical 
approach and biochemists are becoming more interested 
in fish, the overall approach is now more biochemical. 
Distinctions are drawn between the biochemistry of 
fish and that of warm-blooded animals. The final 
chapter considers how the biologist can use chemistry 
as a tool to assess the biological condition of fish and 
their potential as food for man, making it quite novel. 
While some suggested methods are speculative, a num-
ber of new approaches emerge and these should 
stimulate advances in the field of fish biology. The book 
will be of considerable interest to fisheries research 
laboratories, biology and biochemistry departments, 
fish culture establishments and commercial fish farms. 
Tuna fishing with pole and line: Edited by M.Ben-
Yami Fishing News Books Ltd., England, pp. 150, 1980. 
This manual attempts to provide information and 
advice to those fishermen, fishing technologists, fishing 
instructors and extension workers for whom such pole 
and line fishing is new, as well as for those who wish to 
improve their present techniques. It is well illustrated 
covering the chapters viz vessels, live-bait fishing techni-
ques, handUng and transport of five-bait, tuna fishing 
gear and auxiUary equipment, fishing operation and 
handling fish on board. 
Fish population dynamics: By George V. Nikolskii. 
Translated by Dr. J.E.S. Bradley, Ed. by R. Jones. 
Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh, Dehra Dun and Otto 
Koeltz Science Publishers, Koenigstein (W. Germany), 
pp. 323, 1980. 
This is the English translation of the Russian book. 
The book starts with a brief introduction followed by a 
discussion of the main process that influence fish popu-
lation dynamics: Food supply, breeding, development 
and growth, natural and fishing mortality. It has a 
chapter on biological principles of the mathematics 
of fish population dynamics. The last two chapters 
deals with some of the practical conclusions that emerge 
from the study of population dynamics as regards fore-
casting catches and raising the productivity of commer-
cial fish populations. Finally the author presents some 
views on future problems as regarding the theory of 
fish population dynamics. 
Diseases of Marine Animals: Vol.1: General aspects— 
Protozoa to Gastropoda: Edited by Otto Kinne. John 
Wiley & Sons, New York. pp. 466, 1980. 
This is the first volume of the series. The book 
reviews comprehensively and critically all essential 
information available to date on the biotic diseases, 
proliferative disorders and structural abnormalities 
of marine animals. This book corrects numerous mis-
quotations which have found their way into the scien-
tific literature over the years. Topical emphasis is 
placed on a detailed documentation of the types and 
causes of the diseases of marine animals (from the pro-
tozoa via the Invertebrate to the Aves and Mammalia), 
the significance of diseases as an ecological and evolu-
tionary phenomenon and the importance of disease 
for organismic performance, with a special view on 
experimental ecology and aquaculture. 
Compiled and prepared by M. J. George, S. K. Dharmaraja & G. Subbaraju. 
Published by Dr. M. J. George, Senior Scientist on behalf of the Director, Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, 
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